




Foreword

Leonard stumbled upon something that everyone needs, which is an activity that gives us a sense of flow. Flow is a concept that 
psychologist Mihály Csíkszentmihályi came up with. It is a state achieved when you are absorbed in a task, so much so that the 

outside world seems to diminish. The trick is to balance your skill with the challenge of the task. If it’s too difficult you get frustrated, 
too easy and you get bored, to be in flow we need to find that sweet spot in the middle. Sometimes this is called being in ‘the zone’. 

The activity that gets you there should be done for its own sake because it feels good to do it. When you do it the point of it is how it 
feels to do it and not how the finished article appears to others. Yet people immersing themselves in an activity is infectious and the 

contentment they feel in making their art is often reflected in it. I think this is maybe why it is a joy to look upon Leonard’s cars.

Philippa Perry is a psychotherapist, author and journalist with a degree in Fine Art. Philippa’s husband is Turner Prize 
winning artist, Grayson Perry. Together as ‘Grayson’s Art Club’ on Channel 4 they have been encouraging the public 
to discover their creativity with the philosophy: “making art is good for you”. Grayson donated a piece of art for the 

opening of the University College Hospital Macmillan Cancer Centre in 2011.

Philippa Perry 





Introducing

This book is inspired by one person, Leonard. He discovered his creativity at the age of 68 as a patient in University College Hospital. 
Once drawing and colouring he forgot everything else. He created hundreds and hundreds of drawings of vehicles that he coloured and 

named. Leonard’s colourful cars brought him joy, and to those around him.

We want to inspire you to join in with the fun of colouring cars, lorries, vans and more. There are vehicles for TV, newspapers, delivering 
sweets, mail, buses, vehicles to help cars that have broken down, taxis and more. Leonard also cared for animals and you’ll find 

references to dogs, horses and to the RSPCA. You’ll also find pages to draw your own amazing vehicles. What are your wishes and 
needs, what vehicles could carry them, who is driving them? Feel free to add labels and maybe start pondering what objects you could 

draw that bring you joy. 

In holding this book, we hope you’ll feel an urge to pick up pens and pencils, draw and colour. Maybe you can find the courage to start 
drawing things that make you happy. Who knows where that could take you…

We would love to see the colourful cars and pictures you create; tag them online with the hashtag #LeonardsStory

Thank you to the UCLH Charity for supporting this project and funding this wonderful gift, and to Leonard’s family for their kind support.
Visit www.uclhcharity.org.uk/news to hear Lizzie tell Leonard’s story.
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Draw a vehicle. What could it carry?



Have a go at drawing a vehicle that brings you joy.











Who is driving Leonard’s car, and where are they?



Who is driving Leonard’s car, and where are they?















Draw a vehicle. What could it carry?



Have a go at drawing a vehicle that brings you joy.



















Discovering creativity I dream of  being so undeterred

I met Leonard 10 years ago. A colleague bounded up to me excitedly saying ‘we 
have a new artist in the ward’. She opened the door to a nurse’s office where a board 
was covered in colourful pictures of cars and suggested I visited Leonard alone in a 
side-room. I encourage patients and staff to get creative in support of their wellbeing, 
but unusually Leonard got creative all by himself. He hadn’t drawn since childhood. 
I asked him how he got started and why. The answer surprised me; boredom. 
Leonard explained after a week he felt so bored and had an idea. He asked a nurse 
for paper and pens so he could draw cars which were his passion. He was doubtful 
whether they were good but could see that nurses enjoyed his pictures and with their 
encouragement he continued. While unassuming, Leonard became our celebrity with 
the colourful pictures he gave to staff. We valued his creative presence and the buzz 
of conversation and interest he brought to our ward. 

Leonard described finding inspiration in memories of old war films where cars and 
lorries passed the screen, and from his own childhood. I asked how drawing made 
him feel and he answered, ‘fantastic’. A nurse described how he looked relaxed and 
absorbed drawing until late at night and Leonard said he would dream about cars  
and wake up with ideas as to what to draw next. Creating pictures became his ‘job’ 
and kept his mind occupied in hospital. He described drawing and colouring as 
keeping  ‘me out of mischief’. Over the 5 months Leonard was a patient in hospital 
he drew around 8 pictures a day to create an extraordinary collection of over 1,000 
colourful vehicles.

We hope you will join us in entering the unique world of Leonard’s cars and share the 
fun in bringing them to life with colour yourself. Leonard dreamt about exhibiting. 
We made that happen in the Cancer Centre while he was a patient with an opening 
well supported by staff. Ten years on we hope the legacy of these colourful cars will 
inspire you to pick up that pencil or pen, and in doing so you’ll forget everything else 
and create a moment of joy.

I am in total admiration of Leonard. As a child growing up the safest colouring pen 
around me was one that was showing signs of running out. If the ink wasn’t flowing 
like it had just been removed from the packet then I was on to one where it was. This 
stubborn ‘perfection’ attitude followed me all the way to my adult creative career and 
can still hold me back from time to time. One of the most wonderful things about 
Leonard’s cars is how he seemed totally undeterred; a reflection of the joy it brought 
him. From his drawings it would appear that although the pens showed signs of 
giving up, Leonard did not. Four or five different colours, fading and scratching as 
he made what little marks they could muster. Luckily Leonard didn’t seem to suffer 
from the inner criticism that lies behind the act of throwing away what could be 
considered imperfect art. And how lucky we are for that. 

I first heard about Leonard from Lizzie whilst on a walk to another project. At the 
time it didn’t grab my attention, but when I revisited the conversation with Lizzie a 
year later she showed me his drawings. It was at this point I had no choice but to pay 
attention. Lizzie’s work is absolutely wonderful, the kindness and creativity she takes 
with her to every single person and patient improves individual lives on a regular 
basis, and since discovering Leonard I wanted to help her spread the message of 
creativity, purpose, the issue of boredom and Leonard’s legacy further than the 
people she can reach in person. I hope this book and the short film I produced about 
these two incredible people will get us at least part of the way there.

Whether you feel like colouring or not, I hope this story inspires you to be creative and 
put your heart into something, anything, because I know there are people that would 
love to see it. And so would I.

Dr Lizzie Burns 
Creative Specialist; Staff and patient wellbeing supported by the UCLH Charity
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